Lexis Advance
Using the Search Term Map
The Search Term Map in Lexis Advance

The Search term Map provides a **graphical view of occurrences** of search terms or phrases in a given search result, and allows the user to **toggle through** hits in context without leaving the search result.

This meets some frequently expressed needs:

- I want to see more hits in context, without leaving my search results.
- I want to know if my search terms are found in my top search results.
Using the Search Term Map in Search Results

We initially display the passage determined by our relevance algorithms to be the best extract. This is indicated by the blue star.
Using the Search Term Map in Search Results

Click on the coloured bars to toggle through other hits in context.
Using the Search Term Map in Search Results

Click to navigate directly to points in your documents where your terms appear together.
Using the Search Term Map in Search Results

If you choose to search within your results, the new search terms will be added to the graphical display, differentiated by colour.

... provision of the award being considered in that case was intended to create an obligation on employers bound by it not to **terminate** the employment of their employees harshly, unjustly or unreasonably, and to make any purported **termination** that was harsh, unjust or unreasonable ineffective to determine the contract of employment. On appeal, Wilcox and Ryan JJ did not have to consider the question, ...
Limitations on coloured highlighting

If you search within your results multiple times, each of the new search terms or phrases will be displayed in the same colour.

If your contains more than five separate terms and phrases, they will be displayed in the same colour.
Using the Search Term Map in Document View

The slider indicates your position in the document.

Investigation into all of the relevant matters surrounding the alleged misconduct as was reasonable in the circumstances, see Hooper (1992) 34 AILR 330; as to the analogous law of unfair dismissal in England, see Steven D Andermack, Termination of Employment (1992) at 119-20. The failure of the respondent to interview Mr Harvey is not, of course, to be looked at in isolation. But when circumstances are looked at, they tend to confirm the conclusion that the respondent acted unreasonably.
Using the Search Term Map in Document View

Hover on the coloured bars to find points in the document where your search terms appear together. Click to navigate.
Search Term Map – Hide / Show

Hide / show the coloured highlight for one or more of your search terms (persists for the current search)
Search Term Map – Hide / Show

Switch between graphical view and standard results views (persists for the current search)

AU Cases (5,933)

Rerun search in LexisNexis® Practical Guidance.

limitations unfair dismissal damages termination Show/hide term highlights

1. Byrne & Frew v Australian Airlines Ltd


Industrial law — Awards — Contracts of employment — Clauses of awards as contractual terms
Statutes — Interpretation — Breach of award — Whether entitlement to damages for breach of
The graphical view and/or the coloured highlighting can be switched off in the application settings (persists until you change the application settings again).
Thank you.
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